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CHAPTER I 
Introduction.-- In 1949 and 1950 The New Eligland School 
Science Council of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences 
11 
of Boston conducted a series of trips for nearby science 
teachers through several leading industries in Hew England. 
In their letter to the guest teachers introducing the plan 
they expressed the following ideas: 
11The New England School Science Council has as one 
of its primary objectives the creation of a growing 
interest in the principles and applications of science 
on the part of secondary-school students. This program 
is based upon the conviction that in a society dominated 
by the te,chnological adaptations of scientific principles 
it is of vital importance ·that all students, whether or 
not they go to college, have a sense of intelligent 
orientation to the fundamental influence and exciting 
interplay of the physical, natural, and social sciences. 
~· It is recognized that if the high school student 
is to be drawn actively to the sciences, the teaching 
of science must be made as vivid and imaginative as 
poss~ble and must be illustrated by numerous examples 
of 'science at work' in the immediate environment of 
the student •••• Further it is recognized that this 
integration of 'principle and practice' can be 
accomplished only if teachers are afforded ample 
.. 
i/New England School Science Council in cooperation with the 
Textile Information Service, Outline of purpose and scope 
of field trip to the Naumkeag Steam Cotton Cbmoany, Salem, 
Massachusetts, May 25, 1949, Bulletin, 1949, New England 
School Science Council, Boston, Massachusetts, p. 1 • 
-1-
opportunity to study first hand, civic and private 
enterprises covering the widest possible range of 
human activity .. " 
Enlarging on this concept to include the elementary 
pupil and his teacher the following study is undertaken. 
It was felt that to give direction to the trips the 
application of science principles would be stressed; not 
that they are the only values to be received from a tour of 
industry but that they are important to the teaching of 
science and can be readily observed as an individual moves 
through the various processes of industry at work. 
Purpose.-- The purpose of this study is to organize, 
conduct, and summarize a series of field trips to local 
industries for some of the elementary teachers of Little 
Falls, New York, so that they may have an opportunity to 
observe certain scientific principles at work. Furthermore, 
it is felt that this study may serve as an incentive for 
other teacher groups to employ similar means of benefiting 
from the contributions that industry possesses in the 
teaching of science. 
Justification 
Need for the teaching of principles.-- The teaching of 
science through the use of principles is now well established. 
Until relatively recently the emphasis in science teaching 
~-
had been on the. accumulation of facts •. More-and more 
however, the emphasis is shifting to the study and 
application of basic scientific principles around which 
certain necessary facts may be grouped. The report by the 
committee on science of the National Society of the Study 
11 
of Education in 1932 states nTb.e major aim of general 
education set forth in this report is life enrichment. The 
committee members agree that this goal can be accomplished 
by developing and understanding of principles or general-
izations that are functioml in the lives of girls and 
?2.1 boys. 
Finally, the committee recommended that facts should 
3 
be taught as an aid to facilitate the functional understand-
ing of principles and to promulgate the development of their 
!:!/ 
associated scientific attitudes. 
Furthermore, the Thayer Commission on Secondary School 
Curriculum of the Progressive Education Association in its 
_I'~:e_grt of findings pertaining to the function of science 
~ ~ '::-~---
in genera;1-,.e,ducation states that the developing of 
l/Committee on the Teaching of Science, National Society for 
the Study of Education, A Program for Teaching Science, 
Thirty-first Yearboo.k, 1932, Part I, Public School Publish-
ing Company, Bloomington, Illinois, p. 43. 
g/Op. cit., p. 43 • 
.2./Loc. cit. 
~Loc. cit. 
... 
• 
4 
interpretational understanding as a goal in science teaching 
should result in a notable change in the individual 1 s 
11 behavior. 
Although this commission refers to a generalization 
as interpretive understanding while the Thirty-first 
Yearbook Committee calls the same generalization a principle, 
they both agree th2.t the major goal of science instruction 
at all gr~de levels is a functional understanding of 
scientific principles. 
2/ 
~ early as 1925 Downing presented his belief that 
a scientific problem is solved in three stages: (1) the 
accumulation of facts (2) discovery of the apparent relation 
and sequence of these facts reduced to principles, and (3) 
the discovery of the approximate causes that are amenable 
to laws or generalizations. Under his supervision several 
notable studies were conducted to establish the need for 
greater use of principles in the teaching of science. 
Craig in his doctor•s dissertation at Columbia 
University held thQt the problem in the elementary school 
in regard to science was not so much that of training boys 
i/Progressive Education Association, Commission on Seconda.ry 
School Curriculum, Science in General Education, D. Appleton-
Century Company, New York, 193S,.pp .. 55. 
g/Elliot R. Downing, Teaching Science in the Schools, 
University o.f Chicago Pre·ss, Chicago, Illinois, 1925, p. 53. 
• 
5 
and girls to become scientists as it was of helping them to 
become intelligent laymen. He further asserts that in order 
to accomplish this purpose, a course of study should be 
formulated th::tt will develop certg,in objectives that are 
in accord with the facts, principles, generalizations, :omd 
hypotheses of science that are essential in the understanding 
11 
of natural phenomena which challenge and intrigue children. 
Again in 1934 in An Introduction to the TeachinP:: of 
gj 
Science, Downing emphasizes the need-for teaching 
p-rinciples in science. He writes: 
"Two methods of instruction are conceivable in 
preparing pupils to meet the problematic situations 
involving scientific knowledge that will arise in their 
lives: (1) One may list all such problems that occur 
in the community and make pupils skillful in meeting 
each, teaching them how to do each specific thing. Or 
( 2) one mg,y give them an underst~mding of the principles 
of science that are most often needed to solve such 
problems and then may drill them in solving problems 
under such principles •. In other words he matt try to 
malre them skillful in solving such probl(9m~. ' 
In establishing principles ·which should be included 
in the various grade levels in the teaching of science, 
the w·ork of three men stands out. 
l?Gerald s. Craig, Certain Techniques Used in Developing a 
Course of Study in Science for the Horace I;1ann Elementary 
School, Teachers 1 College Contribution to Education, Number 
276, Teachers 1 College, Columbia University, Ner1 York, New 
York, 1927, pp. -12-13. 
g/Elliot R. Dm~ing, An Introduction to the Teaching of 
Science, The University of Chicago Press, Chicago, Illinois, 
1934, p .. 7. 
• 
6 
In 1934 Robertson set out to determine science 
principles suitable ~s goals for instruction in general 
education grades one through six. In his investigation of 
four masters' theses, :.n unpublished study from the 
University of Michigan, three published studies by Dovming, 
and two unpublished studies from the University of Chicago, 
Robertson compared the p~inciples to an established criteria 
and those that did not apply were rejected. 1J ' 
The criteria used by Robertson are as follows: 
"To be a principle·a statement 
Uust be a comprehensive generalization 
Must be true without exception within :the limitations 
specifically stated 
Must be a clear statement of a process or interaction 
Must be capable of illustration so e.s to gain conviction 
I1Iust not be part of a larger principle 
Must not be a definition 
Must not deal with a specific::: substance or variety or 
rrith a limited group of substances or species." 
In all he found th:.t 243 principles conformed to the 
above criteria. After rating by fifteen science teachers 
using a five point scale to determine whether or not they 
Iltiartin L. Robertson, "The Selection of Science Princifrles 
Suitable as Goals of Instruction in Elementary Science, ' 
Science Education, XIX (February, 1935), pp. 1-4; (April, 
1935), pp. 65-70. 
• 
'\Vould apply as suitable teaching goals in the el·ementary 
grades, many were declared unsuited for use in the lower 
grades. The final result was a list of 113 principles 
suitable as teaching goals in grades one to six. 
The second worll: of importance in establishing the 
principle of science ind their grade placement was that of 
Harold E. Wise. 
11 
Wise in his. investigation of the principles of the 
physical sciences developed the following criteria similar 
to but more concise than those of Robertson. 
"To be a principle a statement must be a 
~comprehensive generalization describing some 
fundamental process, constant mode of behavior, 
or property relating to natural phenomena 
It must be true without exception within 
limitations specifically stated 
It must be capable of illustration 
It must not be a definition." 
The work of Wise resulted in a list of 272 principles 
of physical science. He used lists developed by Arnold, 
Hartman and Stephens, Pruitt, and Robertson, and arranged 
264 of them in order of importance for general education 
7 
.l/Harold E. Wise, nA Determination of the Relative Importance 
of Principles of Physical Science for General Education,n 
Science Education, XXV (December, 1941), pp. 371-379; XXVI 
(January, 1942), pp. 8-12; XXVII (February, 1943), PP• 67-
76; XXVII (September-October, 1943) pp. 67-76. 
• 
• 
grades one through fourteen inclusive. The entire physical 
science field was covered including chemistry, geology, 
physics, astronomy, and meterology • 
Previously the Thirty-first Yearbook Committee recom-
mended that the· assignment of scientific generalizations 
8 
to definite grade levels be considered in terms of certain 
principles established as goals of instruction; in preceding 
levels, Wise's study helped in the fulfillment of this 
recommendation by establishing important principles found 
in the physical sciences. 
To complete the recommendations of the Thirty-first 
Yearbook Committee, an investigation of biological scie.nce 
11 
principles was made in 1944 by Martin using the following 
c~iteria for establishing a principle. 
"It must be a comprehensive generalization which 
resumes the widest possible range of facts within 
the domain of facts with which it is directly 
concerned. The facts resumed in the generalization 
must denote: 
a. Objects and/or events and the relation 
between them 
b. Properties 
1/W. Edgar Martin, "A Determination of the Principles of the 
Biological Sciences of Importance for General Education,n 
Science Education, XXIX (March, 1945) pp. 100-105· XXIX. 
(April-May, 1945), pp. 152-163; XXIX {February, 1945), pp. 
45-52. 
W. Edgar Martin, 11A Chronological Survey of Published 
Research Studies Relating to Biological Materials in 
Newspapers, 11 School Science and Mathematics, XLV (June, 1945), 
pp. 543-550. -
• 
It must be scientifically true. To satisfy this 
·. criterian: 
9 
a. It must be verifiable; i.e. it must be stated 
so that it suggests directly or indirectly, 
a definite oper9.tion or observations or 
experiments whereby its truth value can be 
tested or verified. 
b. It must be consistent vrith the body of 
accepted scientific knowledge, and except for 
a few limiti~or singular exceptions, with 
all the data Lfacti/ relevant to it." 
Using the same reliable technique of Wise ~ho ·had 
already devised a list of principles for the physical sciences, 
Martin emerged with a list of 300 principles related to the 
field of biological sciences. Thus he completed the task 
stated by the Thirty-first Yearbook Committee of establishing 
certain principles of science to be used as teaching goals 
for·general educ~tion at all grade levels. 
Apparently the textbooks ~ere not keeping up ~ith the 
new develooments in the :Cield for an investigation of 
elementary science textbooks, grades one through six found 
11 
in the elementary grades by Reek, showed that the authors 
of these books did not treat principles as the Thirty-first 
Yearbook Committee had suggested. The study also sho·wed 
that the authors stressed physical rather th~n biological 
principles and some authors failed to use any principles 
l/Doris L. Reek, A Study of the Princiules of Science Found 
in Four Series of Textbooks of Elementary Science, 
Unpublished Master's Thesis, University of :.lichigan, 1943. 
• 
10 
However the use of basic principles in science teaching 
is continuing to be emphasized as indicated by a more recent 
'11 
writing of Llartin • 
"The true test of any course in science is the 
extent to which the understandings developed by the 
learning experiences of the course are able to bring 
about permanent ·and desirable modifications in the 
behavior of those who study it. The basic understand-
ings of courses in science in terms Qf Ylhich behavior 
can be modified are to be found in the imuortant 
generalization and principles of science •11 
Although not of a recent nature, one of the most 
forceful arguments for the wider use of principles in science 
?J 
teaching was made by Philip Johnson. Speaking before the 
National Education Association, Johnson based his argument 
on three reasons. He said in part: 
ni shall contend •••• that the emphasis of the 
science program should be placed on principles. When 
common dictionary meanings are substituted for the 
terms •emphasis' and •principles• my contention may be 
stated. The science program should bring out general 
truths clearly and forcibly. It follows that any plans, 
methods, techniques, or teaching schemes r1hich tend to 
bring out clearly and forcibly the general truths about 
a topic or unit indicate an attempt to emphasize 
principles. 
Principles should be emphasized bec~tuse they are 
general. A truth is general if it is related to the 
]j\7. Edgar Martin, "Chronological Survey of Research Studies 
on Principles as Objectives of Instruction in Science," 
Science Educ.?.tion, February, 1945, Vol. XXIX, p. 45-52. 
g/Philip G. Johnson, nEm:r.hasis of the Science Program Shall 
be Placed on Principles,' National Education Association 
Procedings, 1938, pp. 535-537· 
• 
solution of a number of problems. A truth is general 
to a pupil in a science cl3.ss when the pupil senses 
thStt the idea is rele,ted to a, l'3,rge number of the 
changing situations in vrhich he h::ts found himself. 
The truth he,s been developed clearly and forcibly 
Yrhen the pupil can use the idea and bring about an 
approach to the conditions and changes which Stre 
desired .. 
Principles should be emphasized bec<luse they are 
relatively few in number. The items of specific 
information about any aspect of our environment are so 
numerous that no person can achieve complete mastery 
over such a store of ls:nowledge. Even if vre nere to 
mg,ster all the f2.cts, v;e would be fe,ced with few 
occasions to use many of them ~nd so facts would fall 
into the realm of the unforgotten. While we fail to 
remember many specific fe.cts, 17e are often able to 
recall many general impressions and ideas •••• , 
Finally we should emphasize principles in science 
teaching because they represent the product of induc-
tive and deductive thinking of a high order. Much of 
our science teaching has been and still is, too 
incidental, too specific, e,nd too much focused on 
products of learning which are of temporary value •••• 
11 
. In conclusion I contend that we should emuhasize 
principles in our teaching of science, because: (a) 
principles are generally true, (b) principles are 
relatively few in number, and (c) an emphasis on 
principles provides excellent opportunities for 
guidance in the development of scientific thinking and 
scientific attitudes." 
Summary of need for principles in science.teaching.--
It is clearly evident from the preceding writing that 
generalizations <:md principles of science are justified and 
recognized as objectives of science teaching at all grg,de 
levels for-general education. Starting with Downing at 
the University of Chicago there has been a rapid shift 
• 
• 
from the study of facts to the use of facts as an aid in 
making generalizations useful in solving different problem 
situations • 
12 
Robertson through his interest in the elementary school 
established a list of principles to be used in grades one 
through six inclusive. The work of Wise. and lhrtin 
established a definite concept of a principle and later 
determined the scientific principles to be taught in all 
fields of science in general education grades one through 
fourteen. 
The big task ahead seems to be that of making more 
adequate use of scientific principles in the daily classroom. 
It is to help further this end that this study is conducted •. 
The field trip as an educational tool.-- The term field 
trip is only one of several used by various writers in the 
field. Other terms used are excursion, school tour, school 
journey, or school jaunt. For the purpose of this study, 
however, it will be called the field trip. 
Since its inception from European sources it has srovm 
slowly but steadily until it now promises to become one of 
the outstanding procedures in educational practice, 
11 
According to :McKnown and Roberts the idea of the 
field trip he.s very early begin..'Ylings. In their book Audio 
i/Harry C. McKnown and Olvin B. Roberts, Audio-Visual Aids 
to In~truction, IvicGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., l'Iew York, 
Nev1 York, 1949, pp. 246. 
• 
13 
Visual Aids to Instruction they write: 
nThe movement in American education to develop the 
school trip, field t,rip, tour, excursion, jaunt, or journey is hardly three decades old but the basic idea 
is not new~ Both Aristotle and Socrates used the trip 
method; •••• Rousseau considered it the chief technique 
in the education of Emile; Pestalozzi promoted it in 
his school at Yverdon; and Francis Parker introduced 
it into his famous Chicago school.n 
11 At yeo who made an intensive study of the field trip 
in his doctor's dissertation also claims that we owe the 
use of the field trip here in America to the wide spread 
accept3.nce it has maintained in the European school systems. 
"Considerable evidence exists to show that it is 
the German and English excursion especially the former, 
which have in large part inspired the adoption of the 
excursiop tec~~ique in this country. In.Germany a 
ministerial decree requires that one d~y a month be 
used for an excursion in the elementary schools. 
Sweden makes participation in a stated number of 
excursions a condition of graduation from the elementary 
schools. The excursion is not compulsory in England, 
nor in Japan, but school authorities in both countries 
not only recommended its use but also have taken steps 
to provide .opportunity for it. In Italy and Russia, 
'~trhere education is definitely under governmental 
control the excursion is much in favor and is made to 
serve milita~istic and political as well as more purely 
academic ends, as it is also in Germany." 
Some of the values that the fielO. trip holds are 
expounded by Hoban, Eoban, and Zisman 
Curriculum. 
y 
in Visualizing the 
1/H. c. Atyeo, Excursions as a Teaching Technique, Bureau 
of Publications, Teachers' College, Columbia University, 
Nei7 York, New York, 1939, p. 175 • 
g/Charles F. Hoban, Charles F. Hoban, Jr., and Samuel B. 
Zisman, Visualizing the Curriculum, The Cordon Company, 
New York, 1937, pp. 41-43. 
• 
The use of the school journey in connection .,,i th 
instructional 2..nd lee.rninc; procedures h::ts very distinctive 
advantages, a.mon0 nhich 2..re the follovrine;: 
a. They offer opportunities to presBnt subjects of 
study in their natural setting or as they function 
b. They offer the concrete evidences necessary to 
clarify instruction 
c. They stimulate interest 
d. They blend school work with actua.l life 
e. They serve as ::~.n effective means of correlating 
the subjec'ts of the school curriculum 
f. They affovd opportunities to develop keenness of 
observation 
3• They invoive the consider::t.tion '~nd solution of 
problems arisins from indi viduo..l 9.nd c:;roup 
participation in natural social situ:1ti.ons 
h. They stimul9.te narration discussion 
i. They offer rich opportunities for the profitable 
use of leisure time 
j. They provide actual source materials for study 
11 Edgar Dale states the theory under~ying the field 
tip in the following terms: 
1/Edgar Dale, Audio-Visual Methods in Teaching, The Dryden 
Press, New York, New York, 1946, p. 136. 
14 
• 
• 
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"The educ·ational theory underlying the field trip 
is that you discover wh:ct something means by respondins 
actively to it. You can see it in operation. You can-
not learn what it means by lookin3 it up in a diction-
ary or encyclopedia and then repeating what we.s said 
there. 
You can, ,it is true, get some of the meaning this 
way, but the richer our direct experience vri th each of 
the works used in the definition the more meaninsful 
the definition will be. And the more meanins we can 
bring to an experience the more meaning we C9..n get out 
of it. Our richest experiences 9.nd thus oui" ric,hest 
meaninss come only vrhen v1e respond both physically 
and ment:::tlly to a nei7 situ:1.tion. 11 
' 11 
Carleton E. Preston supports this theory and further 
emphasizes the need for field trips in educ9.tion as he 
writes in his textbook, The Hihh School Science Teacher and 
His Work. 
"It has long been recognized that field 1;70rk •••• 
has a. high educational value. It connects the some·what 
theoretical study of the classroom '!lith the practical 
applications. in nature and industry; it enables pupils 
to see m:1ter.ials and processes in their naturn.l setting; 
it gives the' proper conceptions of size and importance 
so n~cessary; to establish in the minds of those 11ho for 
the sake of 'simplicity have been more often instructed 
through the :use of m2-..terials in miniatur?; it gives 
opportunity;to observe not only scientific processes, 
but human b~ings at work ?.nd to consider the desirapility, 
from the points of view of health and interest of 
various industrial and professional occupations. 11 
It is to be· noted that the field trip offers a ·wide. 
range of values. It m2.y be pinpointed for the purpose of 
observing cert:=tin definite procedures yet by its n~tture it 
provides a broStd cultural experience as vrell. The most 
1/Carleton E. Preston, The High School Science Teacher and 
His Work, Li:cGraw Hill Book Company, New York, New York, 1936, 
p. 244. 
• 
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mentioned value howE;:ver, is that of making the individual 
familar with first hand information in a real life-situation. 
11 
Haas and Packer are talking &bout this as they v1ri te: 
· "Few teaching programs are complete without a 
field trip. Not only does a trip make possible close 
observation of a multitude of natural ~nd man made 
things, but it also offers an opportunity for planned 
inspecti,on of administration, organization and procedure 
in many fields. A trip provides the student with first 
hand information and real experience in a real life 
situation. 11 
Also Schvramm, writing in the Educational Screen, 
mentions the importance of making teaching meaningful and 
real by means of field trips. 
nThere has been a patent renascence of the concept 
that techniques which make learning a rich 'J.nd exciting 
adventure are worthy of adoption, especially Hhen they 
result in a type of education that is more me~ningful 
to individuals than is possible through the exclusive 
use of verbal methods •••• Schools have long used various 
visual, auditory, and other sense aids as they have 
also employed the field trip, the further exploitation 
of which may prove that it has greater educational 
possibilities than heretofore realized." 
Valuable as the field trip is, it holds pitfalls which 
must be avoided if the most possible good is to be obtained· 
from the expenditure of time necessary to conduct most trips. 
Chief among the hazards is the tendency to allow the trip to 
become a sight seeing tour which offers an exciting outing 
1/Kenneth B. Haas and Harry ~. Packer, Preparation and Use of 
Audio Visual Aids, Prentice Hall Incorporated, NeVI York, New 
York, 1950, p. 179. 
g/Gerald Schvramm, · 11Field Trip-Education by Contact, 11 
Educational Screen, (November, 1944), Vol. 23, P• 391. 
• 
• 
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for the individuals participating but fails to accomplish 
any real purpose. -To avoid such a situation it is necessary 
; 11 
to plan ahead. Idiller ·!.!lent ions this as she ·writes, "The 
i ~···-,~ 
value of such Lfie]gl trips can ~e incalculable, provided 
the necessary ground work hss been carefully laid by the 
gf 
teacher." Emment has the sa,!Ile idea in mind. He states, 
"It is very important that the objectives be clearly in 
view beforehand. One must know the exact reason for the 
school journey and what results to expect." 
More specifically the field trip has the additional 
value of aiding the teacher's o'vn development. It widens 
his interests, enlarges his background, and makes ·his 
teaching more dynamic. This viewpoint is supported by 
3.1 Gruver. 
11Nothing has happened during these years to stimulate 
the growth of. tea:chers more than planning educational 
excursions, and ~pplying their results to our educational 
processes. They :have given our teachers a much broader 
point of view, a;much more intelligent interpretation of 
1 Edith F. Miller, "Let's Take a Field Trip," Instructor, 
February, 1944), Vol. 56, p. 29. 
g/Wilbur Emment, "Panel Discussion •••• The School Journey,n 
Educational Screen, (October, 1940), Vol. 19, p. 25 • 
2/Harvey S. Gruver, nschool Excursions," Nationa·l E1 ementary 
Principal, (October, -1935), Vol. 15, pp. 47-48. 
• 
• 
what an educational program should accomplish. 11 
1/ . 
Taggart is of a similar opinion as he writes: 11If 
te~chers ~Te to help children live more abundantly they 
themselves should be helped and encouraged to live a wide 
and rich range of experiences from which to draw rather 
than being prepared only for the one excursion ·which it 
misht seem profitable for their pupils to take at a 
particular point in their study.n 
Much can be done with in service training utilizing 
i gj 
18 
the field trip. I~ Iowa, Hilda Cavanaugh summarizes 
the accomplishment of O?e county in this direction. 
"The insE$rvice training program for teachers in 
our county is based on the principle th~t education 
should be and can be made a continuous process. In 
teacher training institutions there is not enough 
time to give students all of the information, skills, 
and abilities which they well need ,'J.s teachers in the 
public schools. Then too the curriculum is an emerging 
one and teaching units are usually pl:tnned by children 
and teachers iin the classrooms. But the te9.chers may 
e~sily have an opportunity to learn right on the job. 
One day most of the pupils in the county had a half 
holiday while the teacher went to school. The class-
room was two farms, and the textbook was by Mother 
Nature •••• 
In these field demonstrations teachers learned 
how to m9.ke use of the most important kind of resource 
material, the resources of the community v1here they 
·work in which their pupils live • 11 
1/L. A. Taq;gart, ''Enriching Teacher Experiences, n Childhood 
Educator, \February, 1938), Vol. 14, pp. 252-255 • 
g/Hilda Cavanaugh, "Teachers Learn Through Field Trips,n 
Instructor, (May, 1947), Vol. 56, p. 29. 
• 
• 
Miss Cavanaugh also brings out another point v;hich is 
emphasized by many others_; the value of field trips in 
acquainting teachers '.'lith their conr:mnity. Today more than 
ever teaching is m?L~e incree.sin:;ly more vit9..l and life like 
as local problems and situations ·::tre made the basis for 
study topics. That the field trip is an excellent me9..ns of 
accomplishing these ends c:m be illustr::.ted by selections 
from related literature. 
11 
Mitchum and o-thers in explaining the outcome of a 
series of field trips for the teachers of Springfield, 
Missouri, writes in part: 
_nThe most important result, however, Lof field 
trip§] was that teachers be39.n to utilize more fully 
the resources of the community, selecting more dynamic 
problems for classroom study and taking pupils out 
into the c'om::J.Uni ty -to learn throush actu::tl first hand 
contacts and from origin?.l data. Topics were chosen 
for study \Jh~ch involved signific?..nt social under-
standing,s ••• ~The use of first h:J.nd comounity resources 
helped the children to become more keenly aware of the 
interrelationships among various social forces ·::md 
institutions~ Thus in studyin3 the conservation of 
natural resources they discovered th~t the government 
vn.s an imports.nt fJ.ctor •••• Trips into the c omm.uni ty 
were used sp~cifically to build importJ.nt social 
concepts to create an incres..sing awareness of the 
functioning of a community as an interrels..ted unit. 11 
i/Paul Id:i tchum and others i1 "Excursions to Acquaint Teacher 
with Community Resources, 1 National Elementary Principal, 
(July, 1942), Vol. 21, pp. 358-362 • 
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The Committee of the Forty-six Yearbook of the National 
11 
Society for the Study of Education also recosnized this 
need and ursed tl1.e thorough explor3.tion of the community 
by ·its te::tchers. They h'J.ve this to se.y a. bout the problem. 
, "All available resources of the com1r:unity should 
be surveyed by the teacher of science, individually, 
or by members of the teaching staff undertaking a 
cooperative study. Rich as the community may be in 
resources usable in the study of science, the community 
will seldom if ever be used o.s the science curriculum 
at ?t.ny level of growth. However the science teacher 
can link the scientific B.gencies of the comnunity to 
the laboratory experiences of his pupils throush 
problem solvinG; activities." 
The values of the field trip may be summed up under 
two m:tin headings. First, it provides an opportunity to 
obtain first h2.nd information thus m:;.king learning more 
meaningful and second, it offers .::~.nd excellent opportunity 
for individuals to become acquainted with their community 
thus increasing their educs.tional baclq;round. Both points 
gJ 
are well brou;;ht out by Olsen writing in the Ninth 
Yearbook of the lJational Council for Social Studies. 
"Schools must relate to life. \le teachers press 
that point, for we know too well how remote from actual 
living and its dominant needs much of our teaching is. 
In practice if not in theory most of us are like the 
traditional tee.cher who pulled dovm the window shades 
i/Special Problems of Science Te:tching ~t the Second~ry 
Level, Chap. IV, Forty-sixth Ye3.rboolt-Nation8..1 Society for 
the Study of Education, Part I., 1947 • 
g/Edward G. Olsen, "Acquainting the Teacher i7ith the 
Community," Ninth Yearbook-National Council for Soci.=.tl 
Studies, 1938, p. 36. 
• 
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while the circus parade 11as passing in order thJ.t he 
might continue his lecture on quadruped zoology without 
interference from the outside world. Like this naive 
academician we are often content to remain dilisently 
immersed in verb~lized, non functional book knowledge, 
while we D.nd our students ignore our living dyns.rnic 
environment •••• 
If education is to relate to life in·concrete 
fashion, children must be enabled to learn through 
first hand personal experience ••.• But before teachers 
can direct their pupils in the use of the community 
laboratory, they must themselves become acquainted 
with it-not casually, as mere sie;htseers, but as 
critical observers who come through a 17ide range of 
personal experiences to know intimately the community 
in which they live •••• 
Carefully planned and executed'field trips should 
become a part of every teacher's personal and profession-
al background. These excursions vriden the teacher's ovm 
intellectual and aesthetic horizon while at the same 
time they awal{en vital interest in community processes 
and problems and give new life to classroom teaching." 
Definitions 
Field trip.-- An organized and planned personal visit 
for the purpose of gaining first hand informat·ion. 
Scientific principle.-- To be a principle a statement 
Must be a comprehensive generalization 
:viust be true without exception vTithin the 
limitations specifically stated 
Must be a clear statement of a process or inter-
action 
Must be capable of illustration so as to gEtin 
conviction 
• 
• 
Must not be a part of a larger p~inciple 
Must not be a definition 
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Dust not deal with a specific substance or variety 
or with a limited group of substances or species 
Scope 
This study will use approximately twelve teachers 
from two elementary schools of Little Falls, New Yorlc 
school system. Two tours of local industries will be 
conducted over a period of three months to observe scientific 
principles at work. The principles vrill be those established 
by Robertson for the elementary school. 
\ 
• 
• 
CHAPTER II 
; 
Descriptive background.-- Little Falls, Ne~ York is 
a city of approximately 10,000 population located in 
Herkimer C'ounty on the Mohawk River 2nd Barge C::mal about 
twenty miles east of Utica. It is an industrial community 
supporting a wide variety of manufacturing plants. For 
the most part the industries are relatively small though 
two of them have plants in other cities in this country 
or abroad. 
The Cherry-Burrell Company, one of the largest 
manufacturers of dairy equipment, has plants located in 
Sheboygan, Wisconsin and Iviilwaukee, Wisconsin. 
The Hansen Food Laboratory, manufacturers of Junket 
products, in addition to the plant in this city has plants 
in Milwaukee, Wisconsin in this country and in Toronto, 
Canada. In addition they h~ve plants abroad in Reading 
and Bristol, England; Copenhagen, Denmark; Vincennes, France; 
Munich, Germs.ny; Milan, Italy; and Sidney, Australia. 
A summary of other local industries is included later 
on in the description of the procedure • 
-23-
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Transportation facilities are offered by the New York 
Central Railroad on which the city is located and by numerous 
trucking companies which travel New York State Route Five 
which also passes through the city. 
Of historical signific'Om.ce is the Llohawl{ River and 
Barge Canal which at one time w:1s part of the old Erie Canal 
and played such an important role in developing upper New 
York State and points west. In its beginning Little Falls 
was an important -.terminal and portage as the cargoes had to 
be carted around the falls to complete their journey east 
or ·west. Improvements were gradually made in the structure 
of the canal until in 1917 a single lock with a lift of 
forty and one-half feet was constructed which enabled the 
barges to travel through with only one lock operation. To 
this day the lock has one of the highest lifts of any lo(:!k 
in the world. The cargoes for the mo~t part consist of 
scrap iron westbound to Buffalo, petroleum westbound to 
Canada, and grain eastbound to New York City. 
The public school system consists of four elementary 
schools with an enrollment of 925 and a combined junior and 
senior high school with an enrollment of 560. The faculty 
of the elementary schools number thirty-five while that of 
the junior-senior high school is thirty-two • 
• 
• 
Procedure.-- At a meeting with the teachers who would 
participate, the nature and purposes of the trips were 
explained v;i th the intent of securing their approval of the 
plan. At first the reaction was mixed. One group was 
immediately in favor of the idea; while the other group 
was hesitant. Upon further questioning it was determined 
that the reason for the hesitancy lay in the fact that the 
teachers .were afraid they v;ould be tested on their ability 
to recognize scientific principles at work. When it was 
explained that the survey was entirely impersonal, all 
agreed to participe.te in the plan. It was interesting to 
cnmpare this reaction to that of the teachers while on the 
trips where their numerous questions to the guides and 
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their curiosity in the details of various operations extended 
the actual time of the trip considerably beyond the length 
originally planned. 
The approvals of the superintendent of schools as well 
as those of the principals of the high school and element3.ry 
schools included in the study, were readily received and 
their cooperation was of inestimable value in completing 
the study. 
Principles to be used.-- .As Robertson's list of 
principles was designed for use in the elementary school 
they were selected for use in this study. Of the one hundred 
• 
thirteen principles finally determined by Robertson only 
.. 
fifty-eight will be considered in this study. Eleven of 
the deleted principles pertain to geology and forty-three 
of the principles are related to biology. The fifty-eight 
principles that are to be consxdered are as follows: 
1. All matter is composed of single elements or 
combinations of several elements and can be 
analyzed by chemical processes and divided 
into these units. 
2. All substances are made up of small particles 
called molecules, which are alike in all 
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s~mples of the same substance but are different 
in different substances. 
3. The materials forming one or more substances, 
without ceasing to exist, may be changed into 
one or more new and measurable different 
subst3.nces. 
4. Every pure sample for any substance, whether 
simple or compound, under the same conditions 
will show the same physical properties and 
the same chemical behavior. 
5. No chemical change occurs without an 
accompanying energy change • 
• 
• 
·,-; 
6. Things happen according to.law, effect follows 
cause and to every action there is an equal 
and opposite reaction • 
7. Matter and energy may be transformed but they 
cannot be created or destroyed. 
B. Certain energy forms travel in waves. 
9. Waves travel in straight lines 'i7hile passing 
through a uniform medium. 
10. Radiant energy travels through space in all 
directions undiminished. 
11. When waves strike an object, any one or more 
of these results will follow: they ·will be 
absorbed, they will be transmitted, or they 
will be reflected. 
12. Ready absorbers of energy are ready radiators; 
slow absorbers are slow radia,tors. 
13. Dark, rough, or unpolished surfaces absorb 
or radiate energy more rapidly than do light, 
smooth, or polished surfaces. 
14. Whenever an opaque object intercepts rays of 
radiant energy, a shadow' is cast behind the 
object. 
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15. If a beam of light falls on an irregular surface, 
-the rays of light are scattered in all directions. 
• 
• 
16. An image appears to be as far back of a 
17. 
plane mirror as the object is in front of 
the mirror, Emd reversed. 
When waves pass obliquely from one medium 
to a denser one, they are bent or·refracted 
toward the norm~l, and when they pass 
obliquely from one medium to a rarer one 
they are bent avray from the normal. 
18. Light rays may nearly always be caused, by 
a convex lens, to converge, and often to 
focus; and by a concave lens, to diverge. 
19. Ordinary light is made up of waves of many 
different wave lengths and each one 'is bent, 
or refracted, to a different degree, so that 
the various colors of which the li0ht is 
composed are spread out in a band of colors 
known as the spectrum. 
20o The colors of objects depend on what lie;ht 
rays they transmit, absorb, or reflect. 
21. Every portion of matter may change its state 
by absorbing or releasing energy. 
22. The average speed of molecules increases 
v1i th the temperature • 
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• 
23. Compression of a confined ge_s increases 
its presoure. 
24. He2.t is liber?.ted v1hen a csas is compressed, 
s,nd is absorbed ;;;hen a sas exp2..nds. 
25. Gases may be converted into liquids by 
reducing the speed of their molecules. 
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26. When a liquid is changed to a gas, heat is 
absorbed; when a c;as is condensed to a liquid, 
heat is liberated. 
27. Gases expand when heated and contract \'lhen 
cooled, 9.S do most liquids ?.nd solids. 
28. Different p9.rts of the same substance ·will 
expand by different.amounts, according to 
the amount of tem;)erature chan:;e produced. 
29. A gas always tends to expand throushout the 
whole space av2-ilable. 
30. Pressure exerted by a confined gas o.l';7ays 
increases with the temperature and vice versa. 
31. If the same pressure is maintained, the volume 
of a confined gas varies directly as the 
temperature. 
32. The boiling point of ~ny solution becomes 
lower as the pressure is decreased, ::md 
higher as the pressure is increased. 
• 
33. _A body immersed or floatirlb in a liquid is 
buoyed up by force equal to the wei::sht of 
the fluid displaced. 
34. An"J substance thJ.t \'Till dissolve in water 
will cause the resulting solution to boil 
at a hi3her temper::t.ture ?.nd to fr•eeze at a 
lo·wer temperature th?.n that 3.t which pure 
water boils or freezes. 
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35. Freezing point depression and boiling point 
elev.?.tion are pr·oportional to the concentration 
of the solution. 
36. The force:of attraction or repulsion between 
two magnetic poles varies directly as the 
product of the pole strene:;ths ::md inversely 
as the squ'?.re of the distance betvv-een the 
poles. 
Like magnetic poles always repel each 
other, and unlike masnetic poles alvmys 
attract each other. 
37. An electric current may be produced in t~ee 
ways; by rubbing or friction, by chemical 
action, and by using magnets. 
38. Like electrical charges repel :?.nd unlike 
electrical charges attract. 
• 
39·. All J.:13.terials offer some resistance to the 
flow of electric current, ?.nd th:::tt p~.rt of 
the electric~tl energy used in overcominG 
this resistsmce is tr::msformed into heg,t 
enersy which, when intense enouc;h, produces 
light. 
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40. The given amount of heat which a body acquires 
when its temperature rises is identical with 
the amount it gives off when its temperature 
falls by th2.t g,mount. 
41. As hee.t tends to diffuse 9..nd thus equalize 
temperatures of s.ll ple.ces :?.nd objects '.71th 
which it comes in contact, there is a 
continuous transfer of heat between bodies of 
different temperatures. 
42. The lower the temperature of a body, the less 
the amount of energy th~t it radiates; the 
higher the tempere.ture, the 5reater is the 
amount of energy radiated. 
4 3. The principal cause of wind and of v1ea ther 
change is the unequal heatiUD of different 
portions of the earth 1 s surface by the sun; 
thus, all winds are convection currents 
caused by unequal he8.ting of different 
portions of the earth 1 s atmosphere, and they 
• 
blow places of high atmospheric pressure to 
places of low atmospheric pressure. 
44. The more nearly vertical the rays of radiant 
energy, the greater is the number th~t will 
fall upon a given area, and the gre~ter is 
the amount of energy tha.t ·will be received 
by th:tt e.re9.. 
45. The atmosphere of the earth prevents the 
heStt of the earth's surface from escaping, 
and the earth begins to cool only when the 
amount of he:?,t lost during the night exceeds 
that gained during the day. 
46. The higher the temperature of the' air, the 
greater is the amount of moisture required 
to saturate it. 
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47. The pressure of air decreases with an increase 
in water vapor content, other conditions 
remaining unchanged. 
48. The pull of gravity is proportional to the 
mass of the body and inversely proportional 
to the square of the dist~nce between the 
center of the mass of the body and th~t of 
the earth • 
• 
49. Movemei:lts of air, water, and solids on the 
earth ~re due to gravity plus rotation of 
the e9..rth. 
50. Any body of liquid free to take its ovm 
position will seek a position.in which all 
surfaces lie in the same horizontal plane. 
51. A body at rest or in motion will remain at 
rest or continue in motion in a straight 
line until compelled by so~e force to change 
its condition of rest or motion. 
52. A body in rotation tends to fly out in a 
straight line which is tangent to the arc 
of rotation. 
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53. The amount of momentum possessed by an object 
depends on its weight and its speed of motion. 
54. wVhenever one surfac® is moved over another 
surface there is always friction (resistance 
to motion) which always results in the trans-
formation of some of the mechanical energy 
of the moving object into heat enersy ~nd 
in the wearing avmy of some of e9.ch surface. 
55. Sound is produced by vibrating matter and is 
transmitted by matter • 
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56. The more rapid the vibrations of a body, the 
higher is the pitch of the note emitted by it .. 
57. The greater the space through which a body 
vibr~tes the louder is the sound it produces. 
58. :D.1usical tones are produced when a vibrating 
body sends out regul?.r vibrations to the ear, 
while only noises are produced ·when the 
vibrating body sends out irregulg,r vibrations 
to the ear. 
Local industries.-- A listing of the various industries 
of Little Falls was made using a loc3.1 directory. Then in 
consultation vtith two other teachers of the hiGh school 
science department, eleven local industries and one from a 
neighboring town were selected as pqssessing the best 
possibilities for visiting for the purpose of observing the 
application of science principles. 
Ttiese industries were then reached by telephone to 
find out if they were agreeable to sponsoring a visitation 
and to gain other pertinent data necessary in organizing a 
field trip. Only one out of the twelve selected industries 
felt that it could not accept a group for inspection. 
The results of this survey are recorded in terms of 
each of the industries. 
• 
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1. National Automotive Fibers Incorporated, Phone 1070 
West Main Street, Little Falls, New York 
In charge of field trips- Mr. La Deau 
Trips accepted Monday through Friday from 
8:00 A. U. to 3:00 P. M. 
Duration of the trip is approximately one hour 
The operations to be viewed include the laying 
out, cutting, and stitching of upholstery for 
automobile interiors and material for parachutes. 
2. The Beechnut Packing Company, Phone 33251 
Main Street, Canajoharie, New York 
In charge of field trips- 1~. Cobleigh 
Trips accepted I1londay through Friday from 
8:00 A. M. to 3:00 P. M. 
Duration of trip is approximately one and one 
quarter hours. 
The operations to be viewed include the 
processing and packing of chewing gum and 
baby food. 
3. The Burrows Paper Corporation, Phone 589 
'• 
East Mill Street, Little Falls, New York 
In charge of field trips- Mr. Palmer 
Trips accepted Monday through Friday from 
8:00 A. M. tb 8:00 P. M. 
• 
Duration of trip is approximately one hour 
The operations to be viewed include the 
manufacture of various types of paper from 
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the mixing of the pulp to the winding on rolls. 
4. The Henry Cheney Hammer Corporation, Phone 777 
73 West Mill Street, Little Falls, New York 
In charge of field trips- Mr. Mulford 
Trips accepted I>londay through Friday from 
8:00 A. M. to 3:00 P, M. 
Duration of trip is approximately one half hour 
The operations to be viewed include the drop 
forging, grinding and polishing of various 
types of hammers. 
5. The Cherry-Burrell Corporation, Phone 670 
6. The 
503 Albany Street, Little Falls, New York 
In charge of field trips- Mr. Wing 
Trips accepted Monday through Friday from 
8:00 A. M. ~o 3:00 P. ll. 
Duration of trip is approximately tvro hours 
The operations to be viewed include the 
designing, assembling, and testing of various 
kinds of dairy equipment: bottle washers, 
pasteurizers, and storage tanks. 
Evening Times, Phone 1331 
347 Second Street, Little Falls, New York 
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In charge of field trips- Mr. Weir or Mr. McGuire 
Trips accepted Tuesday or Wednesday from 
8:00 A. il. to 3:00 P. t. 
Duration of trip is approximately one and one 
half hours 
The opere.tions to be viEh7ed include the 
collection, editing, type setting, and printing 
of a daily newspaper. 
7. The Gilbert Knitting Company, Phone 462 
151 Elizabeth Street, Little Falls, New Yorlc 
In charge of field trip~- Mr. Vander Gracht 
Trips accepted Monday through Thursday, Tuesday 
the most preferable from 8:00 A. 11. to 3:00 P. M. 
Duration of trip is approximately one hour 
The operations to be vie·wed include the 
carding, spinning, dyeing, and lcnitting of 
yarn into a variety of woolen goods. 
8. Christen Hansen's Laboratory Incorpore.ted, Phone 217 
Hansen's Island, Little Falls, New York 
In charge of field trips- :Mr. Nordgren 
Trips accepted llond~y through Friday from 
8:00 A. ~. to 3:00 P. ~. 
Duration of trip is approximately one hour 
The opers.tions to be viewed include the 
laboratory where tests are conducted, the 
mixing and packaging of Junket Products: 
Rennet Tablets, Fudge I.Iix, Sherbert Mix, and 
D!lnish Dessert. 
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9. The C. J. Lundstrom Manufacturing Company, Phone 849 
523 East Mill Street, Little Falls, New York 
Field trips not accepted due to the hazards 
of the machinery. 
10. The Little Falls Felt Shoe Company, Phone 53 
'i1est Main Street, Little Falls, New Yorlr. 
In ch::trge of field trips- Er. Simpson 
Trips accepted Monday through Friday from 
B:OO.A. M. to 3:00 P. ~· 
Duration of trip is approximately one and one 
half hours 
The operations to be viewed include the cutting, 
assembling, !lnd stitching of fe 1 t f ootv1e3.r. 
11. The Reed Tissue Corporation, Phone 1021 
East hlill Street, Little Falls, New York 
In charge of field trips- :Mr. Cone 
Trips accepted Monday through FridQy from 
8:00 A. M. to 3:00 P. M. 
Duration of trip is approximately one and one 
half· hours 
The operations to be viewed include the 
processes involved in converting paper into 
towels, napkins, wrappers, and novelties. 
12. The H. P. Snyder Uanufacturing Company, Phone 144 
203 West H:.in Street, Little Falls, Nev; York 
In charge of field trips- !.Ir. Snyder or :vir. 
Kidney 
Trips accepted Monday through Friday from 
8:00 A. l!I. to 3:00 P. M. 
Duration of trip is approximately one and one 
half hours 
The operations to be viev1ed e"re ue ldine;, 
electroplating, painting, and lath work in 
the construction of bicycles and tricycles. 
Or.sanizing, the trip.-- At meetine;s 17ith the teachers 
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the tentc:ttive dates ::md places of the visits 17ere determined. 
It was decided that two trips could be norked out, without 
undue hardship on the te3-chers s.nd that tYlO industries 
with different processes :J"nd products v1ould furnish e;reater 
variety and interest. As a result trips to the Hansen Food 
Laboratory and The Gilbert Knitting Hill were selected. 
Interviews '"''lith the persons in charge of the selected 
industries were held during v1hich the following arrangements 
were made: 
• 
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1. The date and time of visitation were determined 
2. The size of the group was made knovm 
3. The nature and purpose of the trip were explained 
4. Guides for the trip v1ere established 
5. Arrcmgements were m::tde for a pre liminStry tour to 
prepare a working outline and syllabus for the group. 
The preliminary tour.-- On the preliminary tour the 
various operations were observed and applications to the 
fifty-eight selected principles by Robertson were noted. At 
the conclusion of the preliminary tour a syllabus for the 
teacher's use was prepared. In the syllabus the purpose 
of the trip was restated and a general summary of the 
processes and products of the plant w:?.s made. 
An outline was then prepared for each step in the 
manufacturing process .::md in the order th~.t they would be 
viewed on the trip. After each step the various principles 
that could be re9,dily observed in the process vrere st::tted 
with a blank space provided for the teacher to check. A 
copy of the outline for both trips is included in the 
appendix. If a principle was on~e found to 3.p:ply to a 
certain process it WELS not repeated e:\ch time that it .might 
recur in succeeding processes unless it w2.s p3.rticul:J.rly 
significant. The reason for this was that it would l1.=cve 
made the syllabus unduely long and cumbersome, and it was 
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felt that gre~ter benefit could be derived from an observa-
tion of as vride a number of principles 2.s possible rather 
than a repetition o"f a few principles. 
Also the principles v1ere selected on the basis that 
they be readily observed. The syllabi vvere not designed to 
include all the principles th'_l;.t might have applicSLtion for 
a trained observer. Unless their n:1ture and oper:J.tion were 
easily grasped, the principle was excluded. In this way it 
was felt that the tee.cher would h2ve e.n instrument that 
could be used with ease and understanding. 
At the end of each syllabus a list of general consid-
erations was included th2t pertained to the industry visited. 
These were intended to fe.miliarize the teacher with some of 
the overall features that the trip provided in the way of 
furnishing additional background material. 
These syllabi were placed in the hands of the teachers 
at least tv10 days in advance of the ds.te on which the trip 
was made so that the teachers would have ample time to read 
the syllabi over s.nd prepare questions of their own that they 
would like ans·wered while on the trip. 
Conducting the trip.-- As the trips were started during 
the school day and only a few teachers of the entire system 
were to attend, it became 'ln administrative problem to 
properly supervise the children until dismissal time. The 
principal of the element2ry schools involved ~nd the high 
school principal ~ere most cooperative. 
As all the teachers did not z:.ttend there were at lec..st 
two eJ-.'1)erienced tes.chers in each school. In addition the 
high school principal arranged for two eleventh or twelfth 
year girls to supervise each of the classrooms th~t had no 
teacher in one of the elementary schools. In the second 
elemente.ry school two fifth•9.nd-sixth gr'lde pupils v;rere 
pl9.ced in the kindergarten, first, second, and third .:;rades. 
The principal 9.lso rem::cined until ::Ster dismissal. 
The plan worked out exceptionally vrell and provided 
the high school 3irls with 9.n interesting experience. 
Transport2tion for the lYrticip.s,tins te.s,chers Vlc.s 
provided by private automobiles. At the plant the teachers 
were greeted by the.guide and welcomed to the plant. The 
group proceeded on the tour of the industry. 
Obtaininp; results of the trip.-- The teachers vrere 
afforded ample opportunity to ask questions concerning any 
of the processes observed. At the end of the trip a short 
discussion period w2-s arranged. The teachers v1ere asked 
to turn over their syllabus with the princi11les e:,ch had 
checl{ed together with any notations of their own m?.de while 
on the trip, to their principal within two days. It was 
felt th::·t the additione,l time ·,1ould c;ive them a ch~lnce to 
e-
thinl.: over all th9.t they had seen J.nd tie together the 
processes of the pl::1..nt with the applic'?.tion of principles 
and thus m.J.l~e for a :::.1or•e con:plGte report. 
After the syllabi were turned in a personal intervieu 
ue.s conducted ·with e?..ch teacher in an =ttternpt to find out 
specifically their reaction to the experience ::.nd ?..ny 
criticism they h2d of it. 
The results from these syll:'.bi te.bul?.ted ::-.nd su:m:-:-.2.rized 
are included in the next ch:o"pter of the study. In addition 
record is m?.de of the comr;;ents obtained as a result of the 
intervie·w. 
CHAPTER III 
Explanation of Table 1.-- In the foregoin3 ch~pter 
the field trip to the Hansen Food Laboratory will be 
referred to as Trip I and the field trip to the Gilbert 
Knitting Idill will be referred to as Trip II. 
Nine teachers attended Trip I. The prelimin~ry survey 
shov1s that twenty-two principles were observed in oper:ttion 
once and one principle was observed in operation three 
times for a total of twenty-three different principles. 
Thirty-five principles from the adjusted list by Robertson 
uere found not to apply to the operations vievJed on this 
trip. No principles were ·written-in by any of the teachers. 
The twenty-three principles in the order of the percentase 
with which they were observed are included in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Principles Observed on Trip I 
Principle 
(1) 
1. Every portion of matter 
may change its state by 
absorbing or releasing 
.,. energy . ................• 
2. Sound is produced by 
vibrating matter and is 
transmitted by matter~ •• 
3. A body at rest or in 
motion will remain at 
rest or continue in 
motion in a straight 
line until compelled by 
some force to change 
its condition of rest 
or motion ••••••••••••••• 
4. A gas always tends to 
expand throushout the 
whole spac~ available ••• 
5. The higher the temper-
ature of the 9.ir, the 
greater is the amount 
of moisture required 
to saturate it •••••••••• 
6. Any body of liquid free 
to take its own position 
will seek a position in 
which all surfaces lie 
in the same horizontal 
plane •. ................. 
7. Every pure sample for 
any substance, whether 
simple or compound, 
under the same condi-
tions will show the 
same physical proper-
ties and the same chem-
ical behavior •••.••...•• 
Fre-
quency 
(2) 
9 
9 
8 
7 
7 
7 
6 
Possible 
Opportunities 
to Observe 
Principle 
(3) 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
(continued on next page) 
Per 
Cent 
(4) 
45 
100.00 
100.00 
88.88 
77.77 
77-77 
77.77 
66.66 
46 
Table 1. (continued) 
Possible 
Fre- apportunities Per 
Principle ~uency to Observe Cent 
Principle 
( 1 ) { 2 ) ( 3) (4 ) 
8. Matter and energy may 
be transformed but 
they cannot be created 
or destroyed ••••••••••••• 18 27 66.66 
.I 9. Certain energy forms 
travel in waves.......... 6 .9 66.66 
10. Compression of a con-
fined gas increases 
its pressure............. 6 9 66.66 
11. All materials offer some 
resistance to the flow 
of electric current, ~nd 
that part of the electri-
cal energy used in over-
coming this resistance 
is transformed into 
heat energy which, r;hen 
intense enough, pro-
duces light •••...•.•••••• 
12. As heat tends to diffuse 
and thus equalize tem-
peratures of all places 
and objects with which 
it comes in contact, 
there is a continuous 
transfer of heat between 
bodies of different tern-
peratures •.•.......•••••• 
13. The pull of gravity is 
proportional to the mass 
of the body and inversely 
proportional to the 
square of the distance 
bet11een the center of the 
mass of the body and that 
of the earth •.•.....•.... 
6 9 
6 9 
6 9 
(continued on next page) 
66.66 
66.66 
66.66 
• 
Table 1. (continued) 
Fre-
Principle quency 
14. Waves travel in 
straight lines while 
passing throush a 
15. 
uniform medium......... 5 
Radiaat energy travels 
through space in all 
directions undimin~ 
i shed .• ................. 
16. Whenever an opaque 
object intercepts rays 
of radiant energy, a 
shadow is cast behind 
the object ••...•••••••• 
17. Any substance ths"t v1ill 
dissolve in ~~ter will 
cause the resulting 
solution to boil at a 
higher temperature and 
to freeze at a lower 
temperature than that 
at l'lhich pure water 
boils or freezes ••.•••• 
18. The lower the temper-
ature of a" body, the 
less the amount of 
enerc;y that it radi-
ates; the higher the 
temperature, the 
greater is the amount · 
of energy radiated ••••• 
19. Whenever one surface is 
moved over another sur-
fe.ce there is always 
friction (resistance to 
motion) which always 
results in the trans-
formation of some of 
the mechanical energy 
of the moving object 
5 
5 
5 
5 
Possible 
Opportunities Per 
to Observe C~nt 
Principle 
("3) (4) 
9 55.55 
9 55-55 
9 55.55 
9 55.55 
9 55.55 
(concluded on next pase) 
Table 1. (concluded) 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
'Fre-
Principle quency 
(1) (2) 
into heat enersy and 
in the wes,l"illG avray of 
some of each surface... 5 
The materials fornins 
one or more substances, 
without ceasing to 
exist, may be chan,sed 
into one or nore nerr 
and measurable differ-
ent substances......... 4 
·,1hen waves strike an 
object, a.ny one or more 
of these results will 
follow: they Tiill be 
absorbed, they ':Vill be 
tre.nsmitted, or they 
will be reflected...... 4 
If a beam of light 
falls on an irregular 
surface, the rays of 
li3ht are scattered in 
all directions......... 4 
Li:;;ht rays may nearly 
always be caused, by 
a convex lens, to 
converse, and often to 
focus; and by a concave 
lens, to diverse....... 2 
Possible 
Opportunities 
to Observe 
PrinciDle 
(3) 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
Per 
Cent 
(4) 
55.55 
48 
44.44 
44.44 
4l~ .44 
22.22 
EA~lanation of Table 2.-- Eight teachers attended 
Trip II. The prelimine,ry survey shows that seventeen 
principles· v1ere observed in operation once and four prin-
ciples were observed in operation twice for a total of 
twenty-one different principles. Thirty-seven principles 
•· ·~. 
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from the adjusted list by Robertson uere found not to 
apply to the operations viewed on this trip. Ho principles 
11ere written-in by any of the teachers. The twenty-one 
principles in the order of the percentase with '.7hich they 
"\7ere obser•ved are included in Table 2. 
Table 2. Principles Observed on Trip II 
Possible 
Fre- Opportunities Per 
Principle quency to Observe Cent 
Princinle 
(1) {2) (1) l4J 
-
1. I\'Iatter e.nd energy may 
be transformed but 
they c:::·.imot be created 
or destroyed •••••••.•••• 16 16 100.00 
2. Wl1.en naves strike ~n 
object, any one or more 
of these results Vlill 
' follo·u: they will be 
absorbed, they will be 
transmitted, or they 
will be reflected ••••••• 8 8 100.00 
3- If a beam of light falls 
on an ir>regular surface, 
the rays of light are 
scattered in all direc-
ti ens • .................. 8 8 100.00 
4. l:Iovements of air, water, 
and solids on the earth 
are due to gravity plus 
rotation of the earth ••• 8 8 100.00 
s. A body at rest or in 
motion ~7ill reme.in at 
rest or continue in 
motion in a straic;ht 
line until co:c:J.pelled by 
some force to ch?.nge its 
condition of rest or 
motion . ...............•• .8 8 100.00 
(continued on next page) 
Table 2. (continued) 
6. 
7. 
8. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
Fre-
Principle quency 
(1) (2) 
A body in rotation 
tends to fly out in 
9. straig'ht line which 
is tangent to the e..rc 
of rotation............ 8 
Certain energy forms 
travel in waves........ 7 
Waves travel in 
straight lines v~hile 
passin5 through a 
uniform medium......... 7 
Whenever 3.n opaque 
object intercepts rays 
of radiant energy, a 
shadow is cast behind 
the object............. 7 
The colors of objects 
depend on wh~.t light 
rays they transmit, 
absorb, or reflect..... 7 
Compression of a con-
fined sas increases 
its pressure........... 7 
All materials offer 
some resistance to the 
flow of electric 
current, o.nd that part 
of the electrical 
enersy used in over-
coming tJ.1is resist.?..nce 
is transformed into 
he:>.t energy w:1.ich, 11hen 
intense enough, pro-
duces lisht ••.•.•.•••• ~ 7 
Possible 
Opportunities 
to Observe 
Principle 
(3J 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
(continued on next page) 
Per 
Cent 
(4J 
50 
100.00 
87.50 
87.50 
87.50 
87 .so 
87.50 
Table 2. (continued) 
I Possible 
Fre- Opportunities 
Principle quency to Observe 
Princinle 
(1) .(21 (1) 
13. Any body of liquid 
free to talce its ovvn 
position Hill seek a 
position in llhich 
all surfaces lie in 
the same horizontal 
plane •• .. ., ...........• 7 8 
14. Sound is produced by 
vibrating matter and 
is transmitted by 
matter ••••.•.•..•..•.• 7 8 
15. When a liquio. is 
changed to a gas, 
heat is absorbed; 
when a gas is con-
densed to a liquid, 
heat is liberated ...... 13 16 
16. The higher the tern-
per.9.ture of the air, 
the e;reater is the 
amount of moisture 
required to saturate 
' it . ................... 13 16 
17. Radiant energy 
travels through space 
in all directions 
undiminished .•••.•••••• 6 8 
18. A gas always tends to 
expand throughout the 
v1hole space available. 6 8 
19. The lower the tempera-
ture of a body, the 
less the amount of en-
ergy the.t it radiates; 
the higher the temper-
ature, the greater is 
the amount of energy 
radiated •••.••..•••... 6 8 
(concluded on next page) 
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Per 
Cent 
(4) 
87 .so 
87.50 
81.25 
81.25 
75.00 
75.00 
75.00 
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Table 2. (concluded) 
Possible 
Fre- Opportunities Per 
Principle quency to Observe Cent 
PrinciPle (1) (2) ~ (4} 
20. Whenever one surface 
is moved over another 
surface there is al-
Tiays friction (re-
sistance to motion) 
which always results 
in the transformation 
of some of the me-
ChEtnical enersy of 
the moving object 
into heat enersy 3.11d 
in the wearing 'X.'J?.y 
of some of e2.ch 
surface . ..............• 11 16 68.75 
21. Every portion of matter 
may change its state by 
absorbing or releasins 
energy • .............•.. 5 8 62.50 
EA.:olanation of Table 3.-- Combining the results of both 
trips the preliminary surveys shov; that twenty-seven different 
principles v1ere observed on one or the other of the trips. 
Six principles were observed on Trip I and not on Trip II. 
Four principles were observed on Trip II :md not on Trip I. 
Seventeen principles were observed on both trips. Thirty-
one principles from the =tdjusted list by Robertson ,,vere 
found not to apply to the operations vie·wed on either trip. 
The twenty-seven principles in the order of the percentage 
Yli th which they uere observed are included in Table 3. 
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Table 3. Principles Observed on Trip I 2.nd Trip II 
Fre-
Principle quency 
(1) (2) 
1. Movements of e.ir, '.79.ter, 
&nd solids on the earth 
~re due to sravity plus 
rots..tion of the ee,rth... 8 
2. A body in rotation tends 
to fly out in a straisht 
line vhich is t;;mgent to 
the arc of rotation..... 8 
A body ~t rest or in 
motion will remain at 
rest or continue in 
motion in a strai;ht 
line until compelled by 
some force to ch2.ne;e its 
condition of rest or 
motion .•................ 
4. Sound is produced by 
vibratin3 matter ~n1 is 
transmitted by matter ••• 
5. The colors of objects 
depend on \7h~ t lizht 
rays they transmit, 
absorb, or reflect ••.••• 
6. Every portion of m~1..tter 
ms.y ch?.nse its state by 
absorbins or releasing 
energy ••••••••.••••••••• 
7. Any body of liquid free 
to take its own position 
will seek a position in 
\7hich all surfaces lie 
in the same horizontal 
plane •.................. 
8. Uhen a liquid is changed 
to a gas, heat is ab-
sorbed; when a gas is 
condensed to a liquid, 
heat is liberated ••••.•• 
16 
16 
7 
14 
14 
13 
Possible 
Opportunities Per 
to Observe Cent 
Princi·ole 
{"3) {l:-) 
8 100.00 
8 100.00 
17 94.12 
17 94.12 
8 87 .so 
17 
17 
16 81.25 
(continued on next pae;e) 
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Table 3. (continued) 
Possible 
Fre- Opportunities Per 
Principle quency to Obsel"•ve Cent 
Principle {1) {_2) 
_(3J _{42 
9. The hic;her the temper-
ature of the s-. ir, the 
c;re:3.ter is the a:nount 
of moisture required 
to Sc>vturate it . ........ 20 25 80.00 
10. :.ratter and energy may 
be transformed but 
they cg,nnot be cres.ted 
or destroyed ••••••••.•• 34 43 79.07 
11. Certain energy forms 
travel in waves •••••••• 13 17 76.47 
12. Compression of a con-
fined :;as incre?.ses 
its ,pressure •••••.•.••• 13 17 ?-6.47 
13. A sas alvrstys tends to 
e:A1Jand tD.rouc;hout the 
nhole space available •• 13 17 76.47 
14. All m::otterials offer 
some resistance to the 
flow of electric 
.r 
current, :::.nd th9.t paPt 
of the electrical 
enel"SY used in over-
comins this resist-
ance is transformed 
into he'},t ener;:_:;y YJhich, 
when intense enouz;h, 
nroduces li.;l1t ......... 13 17 76.47 
15. Waves travel in 
straight lines 11hile 
passing thrOU(:5h 8 .. 
uniform medium ••••••••• 12 17 70.59 
16. Vlhen waves stril.:e an 
object, any one or more 
of these results will 
follovn they_ will be 
absorbed, they ~'li 11 be 
transmitted, or they 
will be reflected •••••• 12 17 70.59 
(continued on next page) 
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Table 3. (continued) 
Possible 
Fre- Opportunities Per 
Principle quency to Observe Cent 
Princinle 
(1) . (2) T~l- (4)_ 
17. VT'.nenever an opa.que 
object intercepts . 
r:J.ys of r?.diant 
enersy, a shadow is . 
cast behind the ob-
je ct . .................. 12 17 70.59 
18 .. If a be~:un of lisht 
falls on stn irresul:J.r 
surface, the rays of 
li,3ht are scatter•ed 
in sll directions •••••• 
-
12 17 70.59 
19. Every pure sample for 
any substEtnce, whether 
simple or compound, 
under the s::-~me condi-
tions \'Jill show the 
s:::.me physical prop-
erties smd the se.me 
chemical behe.vior •••••• 6 9 66.66 
20. As he9.t tends to dif-
fuse and thus equalize 
temperatures of :?..11 
pl.:?.ces ?..nd objects 
vrith nhich it comes in 
contact, there is a 
continuous tr9..nsfer of 
heat betvreen bodies of 
different temper9..tures. 6 9 66o66 
21. The pull of gravity is 
proportion?.l to the 
ID3.SS of the body :lnd 
inversely proportion::tl 
to th,e squ9..re of the 
dist·::mce betTie en the 
center of the mass of 
the body and thEtt of 
the earth . ............. 6 9 66.66 
(continued on next page) 
, 
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Table 3. (continued) 
Possible 
• 
Fre- Opl)Ortuni ties Per 
Principle quency to Observe Cent 
Princinle ( 1) -( 21 ( ':) ) (4) 
22. Radisnt energy travels 
throush spsce in all 
directions undimin-
ished .... .............. 11 17 64.71 
23. The lor1er the temper-
ature of .9. body, the 
less the amount of 
enersy th:).t it radi-
ates; the higher the 
temper9..ture, the 
greater is the amount 
of energy radiated •.•. 11 17 64.71 
24. Whenever one surface 
is moved over another 
surface there is al-
·ways friction (resist-
ance to motion) which 
all'lays results in the 
tl" ans formation of some 
of the mechanical en-
ergy of the moving 
object into hes.t ener-
SY :?.nd in the we:='.ring 
away of some of e::;,ch 
surface •••.••••.•••••• 16 25 64.00 
25. Any substance that 
will dissolve in we.ter 
will cause the result-
ing solution to boil 
at a higher tempera-
ture 3.nd to freeze at 
a lo:-:er temperature 
than that at which 
pure water boils or 
freezes ••••••••••••••• 5 9 55.55 
• (concluded on next page) 
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Table 3. (concluded) 
Possible 
Fre- Opportunities Per 
Principle quency . to Observe Cent 
Principle 
(1) - ( 2) ("3) (4) 
26. The rn'lterials forming 
one or more sub-
stances, without 
ceasing to exist, n:g,y 
be chg,nged into one 
or more new .::J.nd me as-
urable different sub-
st~nces ••••••.•.••••. o 4 9 44.44 
27. Li3ht rays may nearly 
always be caused, by ' 
a convex lens, to con-
verge, 2.nd often to 
focus; and by a con-
cave lens, to diverge. 2 9 22.22 
Summary of Tables.-- From a study of the three tables 
it would seem that three observations might be made. 
/ 
First, that in general the ability of the teachers to 
' 
recognize the application of scientific principles appeared 
to improve. This observation is evidenced by the higher 
percentages found on Table 2 as compared to Table 1. 
Second, the t2.bles rrould indicate that there is a 
Hide difference in the ability of tee.chers to recor:;nize 
various principles, as some principles were seen to apply 
by all the te2..chers while others were seen to apply by only 
a few teachers. 
/ 
• 
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Third, the ap~)lic.;:.tion of ::tll principles found on the 
prelimin:1ry surveys was observed and checked by at least 
two teachers. 
Results of persono.l intervievrs .-- The outstandinG 
comr;:ents I'esultinc; from the interviews are srouped under 
tv1o hen.dinss; results of the trips in terms of recognizing 
the application of scientific principles and.results of the 
trips in terms of enriching the teacher's background. 
Results of the trips in terQS of recognizing the 
aPPlication of scientific principles.-- The majority of the 
teachers definitely felt that the trips gave them a better 
understanding of the scientific principles included in the 
prelimin:?..ry survey and the trips also served to dx•m7 to 
their attention the important role that science principles 
play in the operation of industrial processes. 
Second, the teachers f.elt that the syllabi were an 
invaluable aid to helping them recoe;nize and understand the 
application of science principles. The major criticism 
raised by the teachers 11as the inability to hear the guide 
because of machinery noise. The syllabi partially he,lped 
to overcome this difficulty. 
Third, the teachers felt the syllabus for Trip II had 
a greater value than that of Trip I because more of an 
• 
attempt I'T3.S made to e}.."Plain the principle as it pert::tined 
to the process. Actually the syll:?,bus for Trip I came 
off of the printing process faint smd someYrhg,t difficult 
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to read. As the first syll·:tbus e.lso conte"ined explanation, 
it may be th3.t because it Y/D,s difficult to read, the full 
value of the expl~tnation was not obtained. 
Results of the trips in teros of enrichin?, the teacher's 
background.-- All of the teachers felt th;:, t the trips ·aere 
worthwhile in .:;ivins them much information which they had 
not before possessed concerning the n::.ture and :processes 
of two local industries. 
In regard to Trip I one of the outst~nding contri-
butions vras the role of the intricate machinery used in the 
packasinc; department where the packages Tiere formed, filled, 
and sealed without the direct use of the vrorkers' hands .. 
Some teachers ho.d visited this s2..me pl.-::>.nt yeg,rs previously 
and they i1ere e,mazed ?,t the number of operations noVT 
completed by m?,chinery th:oct at one time v7as completed by 
hand. 
Second, the cleanliness of the entire building ~nd 
well-lic;hted work sp::~.ces for the ·.1orkers appealed to the 
teachers for it 0ave a friendly atmosphere to the plant 
and added greatly to the enjoyment of the trip. Of course, 
•• 
. . 
• 
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the nature of the product dictates that high health and 
sanitation standards must be maintained • 
Finally, in the mixing room the teachers nere impressed 
by the large amount of materials that went into the various 
batches of food products. It was a completely ne·w experience 
for them. 
In rege.rd to Trip II one of the outsto.nding contribut-
ions wc>,s the· complicated nature of the l:nittins ms.chines 
that prepared the m.J.terial from spools of yarn. The 
teachers frequently remarked about the time and thought 
that must h':tve been used in developing 3.nd perfecting such 
a device. 
Second, the teachers were impressed in the cutting 
room by the ease with vrhich the electric knife so accurately 
cut the mc:my layers of cloth as easily as a housevrife cuts 
out a sine;le pattern i7ith a pair of shears. 
Third, the teachers were concerned with the types of 
jobs using women and the accompanying worl{ing conditions. 
They were conste:ntly compa.ring their own work ·with the jobs 
observed on the trip. In most cases they v1ere satisfied 
to be teaching sc.hool particularly when undesirable viorking 
conditions Yrex•e encountered. 
Lastly, one of the contributions received from both 
trips was the realization of the immense amount of money 
• 
• 
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for m9,chinery, m:?..ter:i..als, :2nd labor th.:?.t is represented in 
a modern industry, yet the product must be priced ~t only 
a few cents in some cases to meet the competitol"S 1 prices • 
The trips enabled them to see private enterprize in action 
and observe the value of modern technology th:?,t .ms,kes 
success possible. 
In Chapter I the purpose of the study we.s stated 9.S 
follovrs: to organize, conduct, and summarize a series of 
field trips to local industries for some of the elementary 
teachers of Little Falls, New York so th::.t they m:J.y have 
an opportunity to observe certain scientific principles at 
work. Furthermore, it is felt tho .. t this study may serve as 
an incentive for other tee,cher groups to employ similar 
means of benefiting, from the contributions th::>.t industry 
possesses in the teaching of science. The trips ·aere 
organized and conducted and from the tabul~tions of the 
completed syllabi and comn:ents obtained by personal interviews 
it may be concluded that the teachers observed the application 
of scientific principles at worlc. Furthermore, the trips 
enabled the teachers to appreciate more fully the ·role of 
scientific principles in industry, and enabled the teachers 
to reach a better understanding of the scientific principles 
used in the study • 
• 
• 
Finally, the teachers received valuable information 
about the manufacturing processes of two loc9..l industries 
as well as receiving a nev1 outlook on some of the problems 
of labor and management in maintaining production in a 
highly competitive market • 
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APPENDIX 
• 
Syllabus for Field Trip to Hansen's Food Laboratory 
The purpose of this field trip to the Hansen Food Lab-
oratory is three fold. 
The first is to better acqqaint you as classroom teach-
ers with a local industry and how it operates so ?.s to enrich 
your background as a teacher in the loc~l schools. 
Second, you will have an opportunity to observe in 
actual oper.5ttion the a:p~'"'lic:.tion of various scientific 
principles that you include in your science program. 
Third, it is hoped that it will encourae;e you to take 
your pupils on a simil?.r trip so that they may gain nevr 
understandings and new experiences. 
The enclosed outline is a resume of the various steps 
th::tt you nill see. It is designed to help you understand 
the :various processes as they are vierTed. It is suggested 
th:J..t it be studied beforehand so that ~lOU will be better 
acquainted with the general procedure. Checlc the various 
principles as they e.re observed and don't be afraid to ask 
questions concerning the nature of any operation not under-
stood. 
As we enter the plant notice the presence of odors. 
Principle: 
___ (1) A gas always tends to expand throughout the whole 
space available. 
Fourth Floor 
In the laboratory 3vt least three important duties are :Qer-
formed (1) The raw materials are checked for purity (2) Each 
batch of prepe.red food is tested to maintain st::mdard con-
ditions before it is packaged (3) Research is carried on for 
nevT products. 
Principles: 
___ (2) Every pure sample for any substance whether simple 
or compound, under the same conditions v1ill show 
the same physical properties and the same chemical 
behavior. 
r 
___ (3) The materials forming one Ol"' more substances ·without 
ceasing to exist may be changed into one or more 
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new and measurable different substsnces. (The 
work of the laboratory is b9.sed on these prin-
ciples). · 
In the mixing room the various ingredients of the powdered 
foods .:.re blended together in l2.rge mixers ::md the rr:ixture 
is sent through s. gr2.nulator where it is broken up into 
fine particles. 
Principle: 
___ (4) Hatter and energy may be transformed but they c:?t.n-
not be created or destroyed (electrical energy 
changed to mechanical energy to turn mixers). 
The mixture is then placed in she.llow 
driers uhere the moisture is removed. 
the driers is maintained to about 120 
Principles: 
p::ms and rolled into 
The temuerature in 
degrees FaJ:1..renhei t. 
_____ (5) Every portion of matter may change its state by 
absorbing or releasing energy (water absorbs heat 
changine; to water vapor 2.nd enters the moving :1ir). 
_____ (6) The higher the temperature of air the greater is 
the amount of moisture required to saturate it. 
(The warm air readily absorbs the water vapor). 
After drying, the mixture is placed in bins for storage 
until the next step. 
In the fudge making department the solid ingredients ~re 
mixed with liquid sugar and boiled .9.t a temperature of 250 
de3rees Fahrenheit. Note the vnrmth coming from the cooker 
compe.red to the one not operating. 
Principles: 
___ ( 7) Any substr~nce the.t ·;:rill dissolve in water r1ill 
cause the resulting solution to boil at a higher 
temperature the.n th3.t o.t vrhich pure W'J..ter boils. 
(Water norm&lly boils at 212 degrees). 
___ ( 8) The lovrer the t.em::;:>er?.ture of the body the less the 
?.mount of energy it rc:.diates; the hi,;her the 
temper:J.ture the sreater is the amount of energy 
radiated. 
• 
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The r.1ixture is then poured on lons t"?.bles to be cooled. The 
t2.bles h .ve cold '.'l'c.ter circulJ.tins inside of them. 
Princi:~les: 
___ (9) Any body of liquid free to t::cke its ovm position 
Tiill seek a position in ~hich ~11 surfaces lie 
in the sJ.me horizont::tl pl~ne. 
___ (10) As heat le:?.ves a body and thus equ2.lizes the 
temperature there is :?. continuous transfer of 
he:.t bet..,-,een bodies of different temper~tture. 
Aftel" coolins, the mixture is pl::-.ced in be::tters ·,~_nd be::tten 
until h~Pd. The fudc;e is t~1en crushed ?.nd sent to ::t drier. 
:notice the moverr:ent to the drier is Dah1ly by sr.s.vi ty nl1ich 
is chs.racteristic of many other r:1ovins processes in the 
plc-.nt, p::~rticul 'rly '.'!here the movement is bet·aeen floors. 
Principle: 
___ ( 11) The pull of c;ravity is proportion·:.l to the nnss of 
the body and inversely proportion:::.l to the square 
of the dist,:tnce bet•:reen the center of r:;.?.ss of the 
body and th:::.t of the e:;.rth. 
Third Floor 
The driers for the fudGe operate on the s"J.me principle as 
the driers vievred previously. :Jot ice the noise of the 
vib:i."'atins belt. 
Principle: 
___ ( 12)) Sound is produced by vi brat in.; matter :otnd is tPans-
mitted by matter. 
An electromagnet ':'t the end of the dPier rer::oves p:,_rticles 
of oetal ~ol"'n off the machinery ::tnd mixed uith the food. 
Principle: 
__ (13) Whenever one sul"'f?.ce is ;jov::;d ovel" :::.r~othel"' surface 
there is 3.l•:rays friction (resist:mce to motion) 
·:~hich results in the transform-:.tion of some of the 
mech:::.:.nico.l energy of the Dovine; object into heat 
ener.:;y J.nd in the \'learing ano.y of @ach su1~f3.ce. 
The dried fude;e mixture is screened e~nd re::>.dy for p?.ck:>.;_;ins. 
(lJote the use of e:;ravity in the screening process). 
The other powdered foods c:tre sent throue;h a commuting 
machine where they 2.re ground to the right size pc>.rticles. 
The food is then scre~ned and ready for pacl{a3in:;. (Note 
the noise of the machinery c2.used by vibrating p2.rts .?.nd 
the role of gravity in the screenins process) •.. 
Second Floor 
The packaging process is fund:otmentally the s9.rne for all 
goods. The role of intricate m:.chinery is very evident 
here. Compressed air is used to remove empty containers. 
Principle: 
_____ {14) Compression of a confined gas .increases its 
pressure. 
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Tb.e wrappings of some of the packages have special paper and 
are sealed by electrically heated blocl{S. 
Principle; 
Transfer of energy 
---
(15) All materials offer some resistance to the flow of 
electric current, and th~ electrical energy used 
in overcoming resistance is transferred into heat 
energy. 
The wrapping p.g,per is held in position by an electric eye. 
There are several principles at play here. 
Principles: 
_____ {16) Certain energy for~s travel in waves. (Lig~t) 
___ (17) Waves travel in straight lines while passinq through 
a uniform medium (light passing throush air). 
____ (18) When waves strike an object any one 9r more of these 
vrill follow: they will be absorbed, they will be 
transmitted, or they will be reflected. (We see 
the reflected rays as a bright spot. Some rays 
are transmitted throu~h the paper and operate the 
controlling mechanism)~ 
___ ( 19) Li.;ht r::.ys may nearly always be caused, by a convex 
lens, to converge, and often to focus. (Such a 
lens is found in the eye). 
• 
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In the room where the rennin capsules s,re pr•ep2red there 
will probably be no processes going on, but several general 
principles ms.y be observed. 
Principles: 
Transfer of m:;.tter from one form to another (The 
pl3.tes on the ms.chines e.re sreased to prevent 
their rustinG• The oxygen of the air combines 
with the iron plate to form rust). 
_____ (20) Radiant energy travels throush space in all 
directions undiminished. (The lisht from the sun 
c::tuses day :1nd helps illuminate the room). 
___ ( 21) If a beam of light fa.lls on ::tn irreguLtr surface, 
the rays of lisht are scattered in 2~11 directions. 
(The light rays from the windows otre reflected 
off the floor, w::tlls, ceiling, :;.nd machinery to 
light the room). 
___ (22) Whenever an opaque object .intercepts rays of li;ht, 
a shadow is cast behind the object. (Shadows 
behind the machinery) 
First Floor 
The boxes of finished products ·3.re sorted ::md stacked ready 
for delivery to the warehouse. (Note the difficulty of . 
getting the stacl<::s in motion and the relative e9.se of keepil'l3 
them in motion). 
Principle: 
___ ( 23) A body at rest or in motion vrill rem3..in at rest or 
continue in motion in a straiGht line until com-
pelled by some force to change its condition of 
rest or motion. 
General Considerations 
1. The use of various types of labor saving m~chinery is 
evident throughout the entire plant. Few of the oper-
ations require the direct use of vrorlcers • hands. Their 
job for the most part is to watch the m:~chinery .:J.nd 
insure a ste:tdy supply of necessary materials • 
2. The use of 3lass brick e.nd fluorescent lights in insuring 
we 11 lishted worl{ing areas adds rna teri?.lly to the ease 
and efficiency of the rrorkers. 
3. The choice of p~ints for the various rooms w~s based 
on the results of psycholosical studies which s:1owed 
th:_t worker mor2.le .s_nd output is improved by selected 
color schemes. 
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4. Power transmission by cor.1plicated systems of gears .9.nd 
pulleys is evidenced in the vs.rious me.chines. 
Syllabus for Field Trip to the Gilbert Knitting Mill 
The purpose of this field trip is two fold. 
The first is to better acquaint you as a ~lassroom 
teacher with a local industry 2-nd how it operates so s.s to 
enrich your background as a te3-Cher in the local schools. 
Second, it vvill afford you the opportunity to observe 
in actual operation the application of various scientific 
principles that you include in your science program. 
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Because of the nature of the m£tchinery it would be 
undesirable to bring a group of children on a similar trip. 
The following outline is a resume of the various steps 
th3"t yoU' will see. It is designed to help you understand 
the various processes as they are viewed. It is sug0ested 
th~t the outline be studied beforehand so that you will be 
better acquainted with the general procedure. Checlc the 
various principles as they are observed and don't be afraid 
to s.sk questions concerning the nature of any operation not 
understood. 
Nature of Product 
The Gilbert Knitting 11111 carries on two separate 
functions. 
First, it prepares the yarn for knitting using both 
the raw fibers and used fibers. The bulk of the yarn is 
woven from cotton fibers although wool is used in some of 
the garments. _ 
Some types of y::t.rn are sold outrisht to otner factories 
for use as lining in other articles of clothing. Host of 
the ys.rn is knitted into material that is used to form the 
various garments produced at the plant .. 
The finished products include men's work socks and 
•woolen athletic socks of various descriptions, athletic 
sweat suits, cardigan knitted jackets of both wool and 
cotton, and assorted knitted outside jackets. 
I 
Because of the limit of time we will not take in the 
processes of preparing the yarn but will start in with the 
knitting processes and carry on through to the finished 
products. The knitting process consists of two types. The 
first is preparing material for use in swe~>.ters and the 
like; the second is the knitting of hose. 
In the knitting room the cones of prep2.red y1.rn are 
'lrJOven into tubes of material that .?.re formed into rolls 
for easier handling. These will eventually be used in 
making various forms of sweaters and s·weat pants. 
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The knitting machines ?.re very intricate devices but 
may be stopped instantaneously r1hen flaws in the work are 
discovered. Needles, when they become broken, are removed 
from their lead bases •and new ones molded into place. 
___ ( 1) :aatter and enert;y ma.y be transformed but they 
cannot be created or destroyed. (The enercy of 
the steam drives the belts which operate the 
knitting machines). 
____ (2) Every portion of ~atter may cha~e its state by 
absorbing or releasing energy. (The lead absorbs 
heat and melts to a liquid). 
The woven m::tterial is transferred to the dyeing vats 
where it is dyed to the selected colors. The inclined plane 
is used to transfer the material to the lower level. 
___ (3) Movements of air, v1ater, and solids on the e:;trth 
are due to gravity, plus rotation. of the earth. 
(Rolls move down the ramp) 
_____ (4) The colors of objects depend on Tihat lisht rays 
they transmit, absorb, or reflect. (Red cloth 
reflects red rays). 
___ (5) Any body of liquid free to talce its own position 
rrill seek a nosition in vrhich all surfaces lie in 
the same horizontal plane. (Dye ,in_the vat) 
The material is spun dried in machines similar to that 
of the home laundry. 
____ (6) A body in rotation tends to fly out in a straight 
line '\'Thich is ta.ngent to the :::tPc of potation. 
(Centrifugal foPce) 
The -rolls are then placed on hot ail" dPiers v1hich 
complete the process. 
(7) When a liquid is changed to a gas, heat· is absorbed; 
---- ':;hen a g2..s is condensed to a liquid, hes.t is 
liberated. ('Hater absorbs he::Lt from air and evap--
orates). 
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_____ (8) The higher the temperature of ~he air, the greater 
is the amount of moisture required to saturate 
it. (Hot ~ir insures quick evaporation) • 
. 
Next the oaterial is run through the knappine; machine 
v1here one side of the mSt terial is fluffed out. 
_____ (9) ~Vhenever one surface is 2oved over Stnother surface 
there is alrJ:>.ys friction (resistance to motion) 
which alvrays results in the tPs.nsform2.tion of some 
of the mechanical energy of the oovins object into 
heat energy 2.nd in vreC'..ring away sooe of the surface. 
(Responsible for the fleecing effect) . 
The rolls ::J.re then carried to the cuttinG room i7here 
they are rolled out on lons tables into oany layers ready 
for m~rking and cutting. Lisht is shone through the material 
to spot imperfection. Note how the cloth remains in place 
as the knife cuts throush it. 
___ ( 10) A body at rest or in motion \'Jill remain at rest 
or continue in motion in a straicht line until 
compelled b~l some force to change its condition 
of rest or motion. (Inertia) 
Matter and energy me.y be tr9.nsformed but they 
cannot be created or destroyed. (Electrical energy 
is changed to mechanical energy to operate the 
knife). · . 
_____ (11) Whenever an opaque obj~ct intercepts rays of 
radiant energy, a shadow is cstst behind the object. 
(The _lisht shines t'b..roue;h the imperfection). 
The various pieces. of the garment are sent to the seYring 
·room where the parts are stitched together. Each operator 
has a separate process c..1nd the various m?.chines ::,re designed 
for the job they ho..ve to do. (More examples of ener:;y tr2.ns-
fer in operating the m?..chines) Note also the effect of li3ht 
on the Y70rk. 
_____ (12) Certain energy forms travel in waves. (The li0ht to 
illumin::1.te the vwrk) 
(13) Radiant energy travels through space in all 
---- directions undiminished. (Li~ht from the sun lights 
the room throush the rrindowsJ. 
• 
The corapleted garment is then inspected, folded, ?.nd 
boxed ready for shipment. Hote here J..lso the lightine; 
effects. ' 
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_____ (14) When waves strike an object any one or more of 
these results >~ill follow: they 11ill be absor-bed, 
transmitted, or reflected. (We see the garments 
because of reflected lisht). 
___ ( 15) If 9. be·c.m of light f'llls on 3.n irrec;ulg.r surface, 
the rays of lisht e.re scattered in all directions. 
(The floor does not h~ve as much e;lare as the 
polished table tops). 
II 
The manufacturing of hosiery starts 1'7ith the knitting 
of the yarn into the complete sock except for the toe. 
Again the machinery is very intricate 2.nd constsmt care must 
be talren against imperfections. Lint is removed from the 
machines by compressed air. 
___ (16) Compression of a confined gas increases its 
pressure. (Blows avmy the lint) 
After the socks are knitted they are sent on to the 
looping department nhere the hole in the toe is sev1ed up. 
From here they are sent downstairs to be washed. Note how 
the li3ht beams through openings in the machinery. 
____ (17) Waves travel in str:::.ight lines while passing 
through a uniform medium. 
After rrstshins they "?..re dried in the spin drier and 
shaped in the bo:trdi!l3 rooms by conpletely drying them on 
heated forms. Feel the he~t from the forms in use compared 
to those not in use. 
Principles seven and eisht repeated. 
( 18) The lor1e-r the temperature of a body, the less the 
--- amount of energy it. radiates; the higher the 
temperSJ.ture, the greater the amount radiated. 
After shaping, the socks are sent through the brushing 
machine \7here the fibers are fluffed out. Notice the 
presence of odors from the dye and yarn. 
Principle nine repeated. 
e· 
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_____ (19) A gas always tends to expand throughout the uhole 
sp~ce ~vailable. (Odors arise from diffused cases). 
Next the socks 3.re paired and lo.beled. Note the noise 
of the labelins machine. 
_____ (20) Sound is produced by vibratiP~ matter 3.nd is 
transmitted by matter. 
Next the. soclt:s s.re insoected ':1nd st':1mued 
centages of cotton ?.nd wool-in the materials. 
plate places the dye on the socks. The plate 
heated. 
with the per-
The heated 
is electric:J..lly 
____ ( 21) All materials offer some resiskmce to the flow 
of electric current, and that p~rt of the elec-
trical energy used in overcomins this resistance 
is tre..nsformed into heat ene1"3Y which, when 
intense enough, produces light. 
Finally the socks are packed in boxes rrhich are placed 
in cartons ready for addressing and shipping. 
General Considerations 
1. In spite of the use of intricate machi~e~y the operators 
must be alert and skillful in their v1orlc to insure a 
perfect garment. 
2. The use of belts 3.nd pulleys in the operation of the 
various me.chines s.re evidenced throuGhout the plant. 
The initial pov1er is from three scurces. We will not 
see them except for the electric motors but the other 
two sources are a we.ter wheel driven by river 11ater 
and ste:~m po-rrer from 2.n ensine loc::tted in the basement. 
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